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burrcise. Digg del. Posting Rules. Make Nissan. Model SX. Kouki body style, Nissan sx, 23 years
old, good interior, very low mileage for years. Cash or might trade for good daily driver. This car
is really clean and in excellent condition. Conversion done by Drift Office in Auburn
Washington. The body is immaculate, no bondo and never been in any accidents. Engine has
70k original miles and was taken apart and basically rebuilt by Drift Office, it is like new and in
perfect mechanical condition. It is all stock with only bolt on parts. Interior: mostly brand new
OEM trim pieces, newly reupholstered back seats, new front seats, new carpet, dyno mat, front
dash is perfect, custom digital climate control, nrg hub release and lock, brand new rockford
fosgate door and rear speakers, etc. Included with car: headliner, brand new interior oem door
handles, inside door panels- excellent condition with plain grey inserts, white face Stack oil
pressure and boost gauge, couple more things. Tuned for daily driving, just under hp. I have the
dyno chart if you want to see it. This car has been driven less than miles since build and that
number is being generous, the car has barely been driven. A lot of money has been dumped
into this car, it has been babied and has never been raced or driven hard. White Nissan sx with
k. All original. Clean title. Garage kept Nissan SX 93 Convertible in good condition with replaced
engine, new headlight system, battery, radiator, plugs, wires and new tires. Steering wheel
switched to a smaller style. Chrome rims, stay on the car. Needs new convertible top. It has
been in storage for the past three years since having the engine replaced. Great deal will lower
the price if it's right. Have all receipts. Buyer is responsible for shipping. For sale Nissan sx I
will not ship vehicle. More pictures and videos upon request. I drive the almost everyday. I
recently drove it to Florida and back with no issues. I have videos to prove the car runs clean.
The tune is very conservative. I am selling my Nissan SX. I have owned this car for 5 years and
it has been my daily driver. The VIN listed is not the correct number because the car has a
rebuilt title from Florida. This is how Florida lists their rebuilt VINs and I had no problem in
either state getting it registered, inspected and insured. I bought a truck about a year ago and
have been driving that as my daily driver instead. I was planning on keeping this car to build up,
but found a nice RX7 instead. Since I'm not driving it, both the emissions and inspection
expired June I have not tried to get the car inspected or test emissions since I had no need to
drive it. As I said before, the car runs great and is very clean. It is almost all stock because it
was my daily and the owner before me touched nothing except maintenance parts. The only
major issue on the car is rust on the underside. It doesn't look any worse than it did when I
bought it, but it is still there and needs to be addressed. I took pictures from underneath the car
so the areas can be seen. It passed PA inspection in June , expiring so I assume it can't be that
bad. Once again, I do not drive the car anymore so there was no need for me to inspect it and
have it looked at or repaired. Known issues:Drivers side rear quarter panel replaced, hit and run
accident that prompted rebuilt titleRust on underside and small spots on bodyCar was initially
red and was painted white, clear coat is coming off on a few spotsPaint was touched up in a few
areas due to rust and scuff marksCheck engine light is on due to rear O2 sensor removal from
exhaustRear defroster button is brokenSunroof has a very small opening in sealWindshield
washer reserve is missingBlower fan only works on high common issue Clutch occasionally
slips when you really step on it stock clutch Modifications:Manifold back custom exhaust
systemTinted windows This car is almost 20 years old and mechanically it is still in wonderful
condition. If you have any questions, please just ask me! Cars is gutted.. Motor has been
swapped. It has a KA24E with appprox k miles. Original ODO is not right. Car is 5 speed and
runs great. Perfect sport car. Low price.. Text Up for sale is a spectacular RB powered sx. I
adore this car with every fiber of my being! In short, this is mechanically excellent, and pushes
in the high 's to the wheels. It's currently set up for the track with a bored out RB20, fully

adjustable coilovers, and all the nitty gritty support needed to keep it purring like a kitten. So
many more things that I can't remember off the top of my head The Bad:Cosmetics obviously
Might need a new battery soonRegistration is out because it wont pass smog in CaliThe gauges
have died, so if you wanna street it, you'll probably want to replace those. But no need if you're
gonna track it. The indifferent:The cold start takes a little finesse, but is not a problem once you
get the hang of itThe radiator fan is on a manual switch, so just make sure to turn that on. So
they'll work if you want them, if not, don't bother taking the power from the motor for them. Now
I could go into a rant on how amazing this car is and the value and heritage of the skyline motor,
but chances are if you've read this far, you know all that already. You also likely know that this
is a serious machine that can tear through the canyons or the track with no issue whatsoever,
and many a modern sports car will have trouble keeping up. This thing is FAST. The Ferraris
I've driven have nothing on this little guy. This car is nothing but fun, fast driving, great for the
adrenalin junkie, the speed demon, or the average Joe who wants a fun little weekend car.
Reason I'm selling: I haven't had the time to give this car the love it deserves, and so she's been
sitting parked for a while now. Also, I'm preparing to move across country and need to cut down
on things to haul. I'll consider any reasonable offer, and will gladly help coordinate with a
shipping company or for local pick up. Most of the pictures are in high resolution for your
convenience, so you can take a good look at the amazing paint job and body molding. The
blemish on the body that I can think of is in the left rear side skirt. The fenders are not fiber
glass I instructed the body shop to pull them and mold the original metal fender along with the
making of the vents, the rear quarter panels were pulled, there is not fiber glass in there either
excellent workmanship. The following list has the major modifications and upgrades done to the
car, the list is quite extensive to the point I might be forgetting a few things. Title on hand! Can
assist with shipping nationwide at Buyer expense. Vehicle is sold as is. Buyer accepts all
responsibility after purchase. Do not make offer unless you intend to buy. Elk Grove, CA.
Oregon City, OR. Martinsburg, WV. North Kingstown, RI. Garden City, NY. Sacramento, CA.
Chester Twp, NJ. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Cars for Sale Nissan sx. ZIP Code.
Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Refine your
search. Manual 4. Coupe 5 Hatchback 4. Gasoline 5. Classic Cars 3. Popular Similar Cars. Refine
search. Check zilvia also for more info. Open to cash plus newer car trade. Must be a gain for
me if trade. Im selling my rare spec r. I spent nearly a whole year looking for a clean s15 and this
one happens to be the cleanest ive seen probably seen They all seem to have major rust inside
the engine bay, seam sealer area etc. Car: clean title, first owner in usa, not sure of previous,
currently registered and insured, i daily it, odometer currently under 30k miles and counting,
comes with import certificate and florida title. The body is stock, i do have a full oem optional
aero kit valances, side skirts, front bumper, fog lights not currently on the car or painted that i
can include for what i paid for it, i can show proof of my purchase etc. Oem goodies:automatic
windshield wipersadjustable headlights with multiple options and hidfog lightspower fold
mirrorsoem window visors brakes:z32 30mm aluminum fronts and z32 rearfreshly sand blasted,
rebuilt with oem seals and new pistonsnew drilled slotted brembo rotors and low dust ceramic
padswrinkle red powder coated calipersregular red powder coated rotorsendless rear brake
linesproject mu front brake linesproject mu rear handbrake shoes locks amazing new r33
handbrake cablesbm50 new bmc. Comoptions:description nissan sx zenki -clean and clear title
mod list thus far includes the following Engine: -r33 rb25det swap with about 58, miles. Has a
few chips in paint on bumper and kit window has a small chip but not crackeddriver seat has
small hole easy fixes for a great deal on a rare car. Google Ads. Please read carefully.
Unfortunately the time has come. Everything on this s14 has been painstakingly done by hand
by myself. All sr20 machine work done by jess miller formally in west chester and about 2, miles
on the potent rebuild. This s14 is setup as a grip racer but dont be fooled can easily go
sideways on demand and very easy to predict. It has super soft springs on it right now for
comfort. Low mile chassis at , with no electrical gremlins or funny noises other than the usual
race car stuff. Also, im not parting this car out, itd be a sin considering everything was matched
to work perfectly together to what i felt is the perfect package for the car. The body is decent but
there is a dent in the wheel well area driver side Comoptions:description sx that imported from
japan, the kit was installed and car painted by fatfiveracing owned by daigo saito. Car: clean
florida title, first owner in usa, not sure of previous, currently registered and insured, i daily it,
odometer currently under 30k miles and counting, comes with import certificate and florida title.
Comoptions:description:please read carefully. Site map Contact Us Privacy Policy. Make
Nissan. Model SX. White Nissan sx with k. All original. Clean title. This car is really clean and in
excellent condition. Conversion done by Drift Office in Auburn Washington. The body is
immaculate, no bondo and never been in any accidents. Engine has 70k original miles and was
taken apart and basically rebuilt by Drift Office, it is like new and in perfect mechanical

condition. It is all stock with only bolt on parts. Interior: mostly brand new OEM trim pieces,
newly reupholstered back seats, new front seats, new carpet, dyno mat, front dash is perfect,
custom digital climate control, nrg hub release and lock, brand new rockford fosgate door and
rear speakers, etc. Included with car: headliner, brand new interior oem door handles, inside
door panels- excellent condition with plain grey inserts, white face Stack oil pressure and boost
gauge, couple more things. Tuned for daily driving, just under hp. I have the dyno chart if you
want to see it. This car has been driven less than miles since build and that number is being
generous, the car has barely been driven. A lot of money has been dumped into this car, it has
been babied and has never been raced or driven hard. For sale Nissan sx I will not ship vehicle.
More pictures and videos upon request. I drive the almost everyday. I recently drove it to Florida
and back with no issues. I have videos to prove the car runs clean. The tune is very
conservative. Most of the pictures are in high resolution for your convenience, so you can take
a good look at the amazing paint job and body molding. The blemish on the body that I can
think of is in the left rear side skirt. The fenders are not fiber glass I instructed the body shop to
pull them and mold the original metal fender along with the making of the vents, the rear quarter
panels were pulled, there is not fiber glass in there either excellent workmanship. The following
list has the major modifications and upgrades done to the car, the list is quite extensive to the
point I might be forgetting a few things. Local car. Set up for amateur drifting, track, and is fully
streetable. The problem: One of the valves is leaking so the head will have to be rebuilt. The
bottom end appears fine and compression is fine. Car runs and drives but poorly due to leaking
valve. I'm ready to move on so this car is a bargain if you're a gear head. Front and rear
bumpers were removed to fit on my tow dolly but they are fine, undamaged, not broken, and
included with the sale. The good: Engine has good compression, never had any issues with it
burning oil or smoking. Transmission is strong. No grinding, synchros are good, clutch Make
Nissan. In mint condition. Smooth shifting Close Ratio 5 sud Transmission. Complete exterior
and interior. Jdm Silvia Front Bumper with signals. Rare Hasemi Sports Lip. I'm about 6k deep
into the drivetrain although I don't expect all that back I'm just saying unlike most of these
ragged up s I have proof of everything since this car built began. AS IT No oil leaks whatsoever.
This is a great daily driver and gets awesome gas mileage. Ready to be driven and needs
nothing. If you would like more pictures I can supply a link to a full album upon request. You are
bidding on a one owner Nissan sx s14 2. This car was purchased at the dealer right off the truck
This is a great car in a very sought after model. It has been a perfect car for me but I just don't
have the time to give it the need attention that it needs. So I have decided to let someone else
that's a Nissan enthusiasts enjoy what I have loved for so many years. With a little love and
somebody that is mechanically inclined I know would have no problem putting this beautiful car
back where need to be. It's a great car. I am selling a Nissan SX Coupe This was a nice running
driving car with no rust and no accident history. Two years ago we stripped it down and
installed a legal DOM cage. The car was being built to run some local SCCA events. All parts are
new and have never been driven on. I do not have a windshield, it cracked upon removal. If
someone is interested in just the shell, I will sell it bare. You will just have to make an offer.
Thank you very much for looking. Please feel free to contact me with any questions or
concerns. Looking to sell my S Swapped original motor for one with k. Has about k now. This
car is in great condition. All it needs is ball joints which I have and rear brake pads. Will include
rear zx calipers as well. Top speed fully adjustable coils God speed front and rear sway bars
Energy suspension subframe bushing Energy suspension steering rack bushings Energy
suspension sway bars bushings Energy suspension sway bar links Front and rear Front god
speed tension rods Rucas Toe arms VLSD installed NGK Iridium spark plugs Ngk wires Black
powder coated valve cover Front strut tower bar brand new alternator Nrg ground kit. I'm selling
my Nissan SX. It has about k miles on the body. The interior is all original. It has z rims and
upgraded zx front brakes. It also has a 3 inch exhaust from the turbo back. It has Eibach
lowering suspension kit. The alternator is brand new, new brake pads, and the tires are in good
condition. This car is in very good condition for its age. This is a very rare car and is extremely
hard to find in this condition. The title is clean and is in my possession. I'm selling the car
because I don't have any time to work on it. The car is currently not running. I haven't had the
problem diagnosed. It is not making any knocking noises. Miami, FL. Federal Way, WA.
Absarokee, MT. Chester Twp, NJ. Gervais, OR. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Cars for
Sale Nissan sx. Nissan : SX nissan s x 2. Make Nissan 29 Ford 1 Lexus 1 Pontiac 1. Category
Beta Coupe 29 Pickup Truck 1. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly
No Emails. Submit Cancel. Skip to main content. Related: ka24de engine rwd sr20det engine
ka24de rwd nissan sx engine sr20det sr20de. Include description. New Items Used 24 Items
Please provide a valid price range. Buying Format. All Listings. Buy It Now. Item Location.
Canada Only. North America. Delivery Options. Free International Shipping. Free In-store

Pickup. Free Local Pickup. Show only. Free Returns. Returns Accepted. Authorized Seller.
Completed Items. Sold Items. More filters Any Condition New Used. Gallery View Customize.
Find the right parts for your SX. Enter Year Tell us about your vehicle to find the right parts
faster. Last one. Shipping not specified. Amounts shown in italicized text are for items listed in
currency other than Canadian dollars and are approximate conversions to Canadian dollars
based upon Bloomberg's conversion rates. For more recent exchange rates, please use the
Universal Currency Converter. This page was last updated: Feb Number of bids and bid
amounts may be slightly out of date. See each listing for international shipping options and
costs. Single cam slam! With this you can see a power level of ish. Give or take if you change
injectors and get an efficient tune. Cost to accomplish this task is Power level on one of these
puppies can range from For more power, you can add sr20det injectors or buy larger ones, snag
a zx z32 maf, and tune and easy hp all day long. Alrighty, ca18det 1. This thing is pretty stout for
a little 1. The internals are forged and good for well over hp before they need to be upgraded.
Also, it is the cheapest of the available motors and just as easy, if not easier than the SR20
swap. From a handling point, it offers better weight distribution from the engine position than
that of the RB motors, but were not here to talk about handling so moving on. They are oldest of
the motors. When swapping its going to be in your best interest to check rod and main bearings
and replace if necessary. Another downside is the US aftermarket for the motor. Yet in the end it
will still be the cheapest swap. The redtop is the most popular choice. Basically, these suckers
are nice. I personally have had a ride in a base swap and drivin one with about hp, they pull hard
and are a blast. The best thing about this motor is the aftermarket. Because everybody has one,
there are a zillion parts for them. I am adding a little here about the tech part of the swap now
that i have actaully done it. I helped my buddy with his redtop swap recently. We did it in his
garage,a lack of decent tools, no power tools, limited space,lack of money, and time. If anybody
who was thinking about this swap was worried about install, its really not that hard. The best
part of swaping any motor yourself is you learn alot, thats what counts most. The differnece
between the red top and black top is minimal. There are some minor ECU changes, cooling fins
on the head eariler red tops did not have them and thats basically it. They are a little more pricy
because they are newer. This is also a common choice for the same reasons as the redtop.
Good power, aftermarket etc. So here we have the mid version of the SR. Some of the obvious
changes at a glance are the new intake manifold, rear slanted valve cover with a hump on the
front. These are going to get you hp out of the box. Some of that power comes from a larger T28
turbo. Good stuff. There are pretty minimal visible differences from the S14 SR. This one has
another turbo imporvment. A T28 ball baring, feeding that hp. But like always, goodness comes
at a price. And big price in this case, be ready to bust out the needle and thread for this one, it
will burn a hole in your pocket. Yes its awesome, no you cant afford one. Iron block, Inline 6
turbo, strong, reliable, and some of the best damn sounds your ears will ever hear. So lets get
down to it. First off there are 3 RB swaps that are known to be done Im excluding the RB30
hybrid as it is a rare swap. OK, this motor is a common choice among RB enthusiasts. This is
the exception of the list order. It is cheaper than the S13 SR Your butt dyno should read about
ps what, like hp i guess. You can always pay out the ass for uber cool JDM stuff though.
Internals here are strong can take a good beating past hp. This and the RB20 are the usual
choice of people who do RB swaps. The RB25 is a 2. Its got more power than the RB20 checking
in at ps again something like hp. Steppi
honda trail 90 engine
peugeot 406 coupe owners club
1998 mazda 626 radiator
ng up your swap skills is on the to-do list for this one. A mount kit is still the best way to go if
you are willing to pay up. This is the god motor. The RB26 is basically a detuned race engine. It
was actually designed for race use more than street use. It is the most capable RB motor that
rolled out of the Nissan line up. Although this all sounds great, its also the most expensive.
Installation is also the most difficult of the RB motors so you better know your shit. The swap
has some very involved work: modding an RB25 oil pan or making a custom one, mounts, drive
shaft, crazy wiring, clearance issues with twin turbo setup many people switch to single , and
many other things, i have seen quite a few people who have attempted the swap and simply
gave up. Skip to content. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published.
Comment Name Email Website. You may have missed. Kids these days be like. What is the
difference in the sx S-Chassis models? Brake Bleeding s13, s

